Introduction
The 6th International Scientific Meeting of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG) took place in September 2005 in Cairo, Egypt. During the meeting, a sponsored symposium entitled ‘The changing face of female sterilisation: meeting the needs of the 21st century woman’ (sponsored by Femcare-Nikomed Ltd, manufacturer of the Filshie clip) provided an overview of the different methods of long-term contraception with a focus on female sterilisation. Here we report the main observations of the symposium, including recommendations for factors that should be considered when assessing the long-term failure rates associated with female sterilisation.

Over the past few decades, rapid advances in technology have allowed the development of a number of different contraceptive methods that are available for use today. The choice of contraception is influenced by a number of factors, including age, sexual lifestyle, relationship type, family status and medical history. In addition, as part of the necessary counselling of any family planning programme, it is essential that provision of unbiased accurate information be provided so that women can make informed decisions on long-term contraception.

Long-acting reversible contraception (LARC) methods include intrauterine devices (IUDs), the progestogen intrauterine hormone releasing system (IUS), and progestogen-only injectables and subdermal implants. In the UK, a recent National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) analysis compared the efficacy of these contraceptive methods, the findings of which showed high efficacy across all these procedures (IUD failure rate <2% at 5 years; IUS failure rate <1% at 5 years; injectables <4/1000 over 2 years; subdermal implants 1/1000 at 3 years). These efficacies are superior to those of the two most common contraceptives used in the UK, namely hormonal oral contraception (combined and progestogen-only, 50/1000 in the first year with typical use) and the condom (150/1000 in the first year with typical use) where effectiveness depends on their correct and consistent use.

In terms of long-term contraception, female sterilisation represents one of the most popular long-term contraceptive methods in the world. In the UK, an estimated 50 000 women undergo this procedure every year. Furthermore, information collected through the General Household Survey in the UK for the period 1986–1993 shows that around one in four women or their partners rely on sterilisation for family planning and, by the age of 40 years, this figure is nearly one in two. Despite its use as the most popular long-term contraceptive method in the world, female sterilisation attracts little publicity. Moreover, interpretations of long-term comparative data have meant that the overall efficacy of female sterilisation is often inaccurately represented.

History of female sterilisation
Tubal ligation was first proposed by James Blundell in the early 19th century. However, it was not until 1930 that the Pomeroy technique was published posthumously in the New York State Journal of Medicine. The Pomeroy technique, still widely used today, is a version of partial salpingectomy, which involves ligating a small loop of the Fallopian tube and cutting off the top segment of the loop. A few years later, in 1936, the first laparoscopic tubal occlusion as a method of sterilisation was performed. By the mid-20th century, laparoscopic female sterilisation began to gain in popularity. In particular, because it could be performed on a day case basis, it became popular for medical and socioeconomic reasons.

The high incidence of thermal and electrical injuries with unipolar and bipolar cautery prompted the introduction of a number of mechanical devices during the 1970s, including the Falope ring, Hulka clip, Bleier clip, Tupla clip and Filshie clip. These simplified procedures, combined with their ability to be performed in ambulatory settings, have helped minimise complications, with the result that serious complications are rare. Indeed, recent studies have reported an overall complication rate of between 4.6 to 5.5 per 1000 laparoscopic sterilisations. Advances in hysteroscopic approaches have also been made. A range of hysteroscopic methods of sterilisation has been used for a number of years, including silver nitrate thermal cautery, cryocaoutery and cornual plugs. Two recently introduced techniques, the Essure® and the Adiana methods, have also shown promising results. The surgical techniques associated with these devices are reported below.

Female sterilisation techniques
Female sterilisation techniques involve procedures for gaining access to and occluding the Fallopian tubes (Table 1). Procedures for gaining access to the Fallopian tubes are primarily abdominal, and include minilaparotomy, laparoscopy and laparotomy, which are performed under local or general anaesthesia. Laparoscopy is the preferred route for interval procedures, whereas minilaparotomy is used for postpartum patients. While laparoscopy requires more sophisticated training and equipment, minilaparotomy requires only basic surgical skills and equipment. Despite postpartum sterilisation...
being popular in the developing world and in the USA, it
has been largely discouraged in the UK. This is thought to
be the result of the perception that sterilisation conducted
during this time period will have a higher failure rate over
interval procedures. In addition, there appears to be an
increased regret rate with postpartum sterilisation. In
contrast, hysteroscopic methods offer the advantage of
being performed on a day care basis and since there is no
abdominal incision, little or no anaesthetic is required.

Laparoscopic sterilisation occlusion procedures
Sterilisation using mechanical devices represents the
preferred and recommended method of sterilisation. Of
the mechanical devices available, the Falope ring, Hulka
clip and Filshie clip are the most commonly used. The
Falope ring (also called the Yoon ring after its developer) is
a silicone rubber band that is fitted around a loop in the
Fallopian tube, thereby making it a more technically
challenging procedure compared with the application of
clips. Reports have suggested that there is more
postoperative pain with this method than with clips.
In addition, although the ring destroys about 3 cm of tube,
reversal results appear to be satisfactory.

The surgical procedure for the Hulka and Filshie clips
entails placement of the clip on the mid-isthmic portion of
the Fallopian tube (Figure 1). The Hulka clip is a hinged
clip made of two toothed jaws of Lexan plastic joined by
a stainless steel hinge pin. A gold-plated stainless steel
spring is pushed from behind onto the jaws to maintain
pressure and keep the jaws closed.

The Filshie clip represents the most recent mechanical
device and received Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approval in 1996. The Filshie clip is made of titanium and
lined with silicon rubber. Following placement on the
Fallopian tube, the upper curved jaw is compressed with an
applicator so that the upper jaw is locked onto the lower
taxe (Figure 1). Flattening the upper jaw compresses the
rubber, thereby occupying any space made by the
compressed tube. As tubal necrosis occurs, the silicone
rubber expands to maintain blockage of the lumen. Because
the silicone rubber of the Filshie clip is able to expand and
provide continuous pressure, any residual tubal patency,
such as may occur with the spring clip, is prevented.
Furthermore, since only approximately 4 mm of Fallopian
tube is destroyed with the clips, the chances of successful
reversal are enhanced with these techniques.

Hysteroscopic sterilisation occlusion procedures
Hysteroscopic sterilisation using the Essure and Adiana
devices can usually be performed on a day care basis, and
since there is no abdominal incision little or no anaesthetic
is required. In October 2002, Essure received FDA
approval, representing the first transcervical
hysteroscopically placed sterilisation method. The Essure
device is a rod that is covered with an expandable spring of
nitol. The device is inserted into the Fallopian tube and
induces scar tissue to form over and into the implant,
blocking the Fallopian tube and preventing fertilisation of
the egg by the sperm. The method is irreversible as the
device becomes intimately involved with tissues of the
interstitial and early isthmic portion of the Fallopian tube.

The Adiana technique involves two steps: first, radio-
frequency energy is applied to the Fallopian tubes to denude
the tubal mucosal lining. This acts to destroy the epithelial
cells, preventing re-canalisation of the tube and facilitating
wound healing and motility of the underlying tubal tissue. In
the second step a porous, non-biodegradable matrix plug is
inserted into the cauterised lumen, which acts as a scaffold
for infiltrating interstitial healing tissue and thereby
irreversibly occludes the tube. Both the Essure and Adiana
devices require specifically trained and experienced
hysteroscopists. Women must also undergo a
hysterosalpingogram approximately 3 months later in order
to confirm proper device placement and occlusion of the
Fallopian tubes.

Figure 1 Diagrammatic representation of laparoscopic sterilisation
techniques with the Filshie clip. Figure © Femcare-Nikomed Ltd,
and reproduced with the kind permission of the copyright owner.

Table 1 Methods of female sterilisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods for gaining access to Fallopian tube</th>
<th>Occlusion procedures</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minilaparotomy</td>
<td>Partial salpingectomy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Tying a small loop in the Fallopian tube and cutting off top segment of tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopy</td>
<td>Electrocoagulation (unipolar, bipolar)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Electrical current applied to Fallopian tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparotomy</td>
<td>Silicone rings</td>
<td>Falope, Hulka, Bleier, Tupla, Fillishe</td>
<td>Silicone rubber band fitted around the Fallopian tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysteroscopy</td>
<td>Clips</td>
<td>Adriana, Essure⁶</td>
<td>Placement of clip on mid-isthmic portion of the Fallopian tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silver nitrate thermal cautery, cryoautery, cornal plugs</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rod or plug placed in Fallopian tube. Requires a hysterosalpingogram to confirm device placement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Guidelines, counselling and failure risk
As well as the usual history and examination, counselling is a crucial element in the decision to undergo female sterilisation. In order that women can make informed decisions about their choice of long-term contraception, unbiased accurate information should be provided, including information on the range of other methods available, the procedures involved and their benefits, risks and possible complications. Male sterilisation must also be offered as an alternative. For women wishing to undergo sterilisation, it is essential to provide sufficient information in order to reduce regret at a later stage. The two most common factors associated with regret are young age and unpredictable life events, such as change in marital status or death of a child.17,18

In the UK, the RCOG recently updated its evidence-based guidelines for male and female sterilisation.3 The aim of these guidelines is to ensure that patients receive a high-quality service based on available evidence and expert opinion. Accordingly, the guidelines state that women should be informed about the lifetime risk of failure in general for tubal occlusion, which is estimated at 1 in 200. The longest period of follow-up data available for the most common method used in the UK, the Filshie clip, suggests a failure rate after 10 years of 2–3 per 1000 procedures. In addition, women should be counselled on the potential irreversibility of the procedure, the small risk of ectopic pregnancy if the procedure fails, and the risk of laparotomy as a result of severe complications, which has been reported as 1.9/1000 in a large prospective study and as 1.4–3.1/1000 cases in two other practice studies.3 In terms of methods, the RCOG guideline recommends mechanical occlusion of the tubes by either Filshie clips or rings as the method of choice for laparoscopic tubal occlusion.

Clinical data assessment
When assessing the efficacy of sterilisation techniques, a minimum 2-year follow-up is recommended, although longer follow-up is preferable. Sterilisation failure is generally expressed as a lifetime risk, whereas reversible methods failures are expressed as a Pearl index, since they can occur at any subsequent year of use. To date, there are few data relating to long-term failure rates following female sterilisation.

When assessing long-term data a number of key considerations should be taken into account as follows:

- Studies should be interpreted in the context of all available data.
- Failure rates should be considered in conjunction with the safety and morbidity as well as acceptability of the procedures evaluated.
- Where large statistically powered studies are unavailable, all data need to be carefully assessed in order that informed decisions can be made on appropriate treatments.
- Differences in the definition of intention-to-treat populations need to be considered when evaluating data.
- Finally, as well as being simple, effective and safe, assessment of the cost-effectiveness of procedures needs to be taken into account.

Long-term efficacy data for female sterilisation
Comparative data for different methods of female sterilisation
The US Collaborative Review of Sterilization (CREST) study was a prospective, multicentre, observation trial conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which assessed the long-term risks of various sterilisation methods in a large cohort of 10 685 women.19 The methods included laparoscopic unipolar cautery, bipolar cautery, Hulka clip and Falope ring application and postpartum partial salpingectomy (mainly Pomeroy technique). Ten-year follow-up data from this study showed that the failure rate was 2.48% for bipolar cautery, 3.65% for Hulka clip sterilisation and 1.77% for the Falope ring (Figure 2). The lowest rates were observed in patients after unipolar coagulation or postpartum partial salpingectomy (0.75%). For those patients under the age of 28 years, the failure rate was even higher, with rates as high as 5.2–5.4% for bipolar cautery and Hulka clips. As the Filshie clip had not been introduced into clinical practice when the study was conducted, data on its efficacy were not included as part of the CREST study.

The observed failure rates in the CREST study were surprisingly high and have influenced the overall perception of the efficacy of female sterilisation. Moreover, the CREST data are usually used as part of the counselling for comparability of the efficacy of female sterilisation (including that of the Filshie clip) with the IUS, even though the CREST study did not include data on the Filshie clip.20,21 Indeed, at the RCOG Meeting in Cairo it was acknowledged (by Schering and Professor Luukkainen in the Schering-sponsored symposium) that when stating that the levonorgestrel (LNG) IUS is equivalent to female sterilisation, they are basing this on the CREST data and not Filshie clip data. Therefore, it is important that efficacy data are placed in context with all other available data, including those of the Filshie clip.

Other studies assessing the failure rate of the LNG IUS have reported a Pearl index of 0.18 based on a 7-year randomised study.22 However, it is essential to take into account the failure rate of the entire intention-to-treat population. Accordingly, for the IUS, the long-term pregnancy rates should take into consideration those patients in whom the IUS was expelled and those patients in whom the IUS was removed due to adverse effects. Over a 5-year period, approximately 5.9% of LNG IUS were spontaneously expelled from the body, representing a premature failure of the method.23 In addition, a large number, varying from 30%/4 to 45%/5 of LNG IUS needed to be removed as a result of adverse side effects. In particular, abnormal bleeding represents a significant problem with the IUS; however, following the first initial troublesome months, the reduction in the amount of menstrual bleeding and in the number of days of menstrual bleeding makes the IUS suitable for the treatment of menorrhagia.
Filshie clip
The Filshie clip system represents one of the most popular and preferred methods of female surgical contraception used by surgeons. Studies with the Filshie clip have demonstrated a failure rate of 0.27% (at 2-year follow-up). Long-term studies with the Filshie clip have confirmed these low failure rates. In particular, a recent retrospective questionnaire-based study conducted in Australia examining 30,000 applications of the Filshie clip showed a 99.6% response rate and an overall failure rate of 2–3 per 1000.

Currently, there are few data relating to laparoscopic sterilisation during the postpartum period. In 1990, a study by Yan et al., of 200 women compared the Filshie clip and Pomeroy technique in the postpartum state. After a 2-year follow-up, only one pregnancy occurred, which occurred 6 months after surgery in a patient in the Pomeroy group. More recently, Najia et al. reported on a retrospective evaluation of the Filshie clip technique to determine whether the laparoscopic procedure is a safe and reliable postpartum technique. In all 84 cases examined, the procedure was completed successfully, with no injuries to any internal organs and no known failures reported to date, demonstrating the safety and reliability of this technique in experienced hands.

Because of the low failure rates with sterilisation, a large number of patients are required to allow appropriate statistical comparisons between the Filshie clip and other methods of sterilisation. However, Filshie clip data support the use of this device as a preferred method of female sterilisation (Figure 2). Importantly, these patient populations include failures that occurred as a result of operator failure, including tubal non-occlusion or wrong structure application. If the criteria reported for the LNG IUS were applied to these patients and those with operator failure were excluded, a marked reduction in overall 10-year failure rate from 0.56% to 0.2% would be observed. These data highlight the importance of considering all patients in the intention-to-treat group and the bias in results that might be generated if the population criteria are not apparent. These findings also stress the importance of appropriate training since, when performed using the correct technique, failure rates with Filshie clips are extremely low.
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**Ectopic pregnancy rates versus sterilisation method used**

**Figure 3**

**Hysteroscopic techniques**
Essure and Adiana present promising techniques based on clinical data. Importantly, however, efficacy data focus only on the patient population in which correct placement has occurred. Bilateral placement rates for Essure have been reported as being between 81% and 85%, with patient satisfaction of approximately 94% (with responses as ‘very’ or ‘somewhat’ satisfied). Research around Adiana is ongoing, but interim clinical trial results have indicated a bilateral first attempt access rate of 94.5%.

**Safety data**
Due to their more favourable safety profile, mechanical devices are preferred methods to electrocautery for female sterilisation. In addition to having a lower failure rate compared with bipolar cautery, rings and clips are also associated with fewer ectopic pregnancies (Figure 3). Data from the CREST study showed an ectopic pregnancy rate of 67% in those patients in whom the method failed, giving an overall ectopic pregnancy rate of 1–2% of all sterilisations with bipolar cautery. In contrast, mechanical methods have a much lower incidence of ectopic pregnancy of approximately 4%. In particular, ectopic pregnancy with the Filshie clip only occurs in 4% of failures. In the absence of long-term data with the Filshie clip, a theoretical value for the ectopic pregnancy rate with the Filshie clip can be determined by applying the 4% incidence of ectopic pregnancy to the failure rate observed with the Filshie clip (i.e. 2–3/1000 patients), giving a rate of less than 1 in 6000. Although this value is only an estimate, the Filshie clip may protect against ectopic pregnancy. Reversal of clip sterilisation is generally accepted as having a high success rate (80–100%) compared with other methods; however, it should be made clear to patients that reversal involves minilaparotomy, does not always succeed, and carries a risk of ectopic pregnancy (up to 5%).

Because of the high failure rate of diathermy and the ectopic failure rate, we believe that this procedure is extremely dangerous and should never replace mechanical devices for financial reasons. Rather we would recommend that for countries with financial limitations, physicians should try to obtain donor clips or donor rings whenever possible.

It should be noted that patients who are overweight and/or with previous abdominal surgery represent a high-risk population for female sterilisation. If laparoscopy is performed on this high-risk population, it should always be by an experienced surgeon, and in most cases patients should be recommended alternative contraceptive procedures.
Cost-effectiveness
In addition to efficacy and safety, recent data have examined the cost-effectiveness of different contraceptive methods. In particular, NICE has reported on the cost-effectiveness of LARC methods (i.e. implant, IUS, IUDs and injectables) when compared with the combined oral contraceptive pill, the male condom, and female and male sterilisation.1 Obvious differences in their use will impact on cost-effectiveness, including daily administration of the oral contraceptive pill, use of condoms at every intercourse and IUDs lasting a minimum of 5 years. The findings of this analysis showed that all LARC methods are more cost-effective than the combined oral contraceptive pill because accidental pregnancy is less likely. In addition, this analysis showed that at 15 years of contraceptive use, female and male sterilisation are more cost-effective than all the LARC methods (Figure 4).

Conclusions
Over the last few decades a number of mechanical devices have been introduced for use in female sterilisation, including the Fallope ring, Hulka clip and Filshie clip. These devices have revolutionised sterilisation with the result that serious complications using this method are rare.

To date, few comparative long-term studies for female sterilisation exist, and it is important that all data are evaluated so that women can make informed decisions about long-term contraception. To this end, it is important that patients receive valid counselling information related to the specific sterilisation method to be used. In particular, failure rates should be considered in the context of all available data and in conjunction with the safety, acceptability and cost-effectiveness of the procedures evaluated.

The CREST study revealed cumulative 10-year failure rates higher than previously thought; nevertheless the findings of the CREST study confirm that sterilisation, when performed using the appropriate technique by an experienced clinician, is an extremely effective long-term contraceptive method. The CREST study did not include the Filshie clip, which has been shown to have extremely low failure rates; nevertheless the results of the EASE clinical trial. J Am Assoc Gynecol Laparosc 2003; 10: 56.


The latest report from this large cohort study includes over a million years of observation, accumulated over 36 years. The advantage of reporting at this stage is that many women in the cohort study are now postmenopausal and at an age when cancers are more common. When compared with the 339 000 never-users of oral contraception, the incidence of cancers among 744 000 ever-users was significantly lower for colorectal, uterine body and ovarian cancers. There was a non-significant increased risk of cervical cancer, which was unaffected by adjusting for smoking and other potential confounders. The risk of breast cancer was not increased [relative risk (RR) 0.98; CI 0.87–1.00] and the risk of any cancer was significantly reduced (RR 0.88; CI 0.83–0.94).

Information on type and duration of oral contraceptives used was obtained from a smaller subset of the cohort (i.e., 86 830 women). The oral contraception was associated with a significantly reduced risk of ovarian and uterine body cancer and a significantly increased risk of cervical cancer. However, the protective effect on ovarian cancer and the excess risk of cervical cancer persisted 10–15 years after stopping.

One unexpected finding was an increased incidence of brain or pituitary cancers (RR 5.51; CI 1.38–22.05). The number of tumours was small and the confidence interval is wide so the risk is likely to be of low clinical significance if it exists at all.

The findings of this study are largely reassuring and they are remarkably consistent with those of the Oxford Family Planning Association and Luie et al previously reviewed in this journal. Thus the conclusions are likely to be valid despite potential bias from the large losses to follow-up and changes in estrogen dose with time. Patients alarmed by the CNS tumour data should be reminded that suggestions of a link between mobile phones and brain tumours have not caused them to throw away their phones, so they should think twice about throwing away their pills.

Reviewed by Louise Melvin, MRCCG, MFFP, Subspecialty Specialist Registrar, Family Planning & Well Woman Clinic, Edinburgh, UK
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The oral contraceptive (OC) pill remains one of the most popular means of contraception worldwide. Previously, recent OC use had been shown to be associated with a slightly higher breast cancer incidence amongst younger women. However, the Royal College of General Practitioners’ oral contraception study contradicts these findings. It showed no difference in the incidence of breast cancer between never-users and ever-users of OCs. The impact of OC use on survival after diagnosis of breast cancer is not known.

The aim of the study by Wingo et al. was to examine the relationship between OC use and death from breast cancer over a 15-year follow-up period. It linked data from the CASH (Cancer and Steroid Hormone) study with mortality data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results Program. The CASH study was a large, American, population-based, case-control study designed to examine the risks of OCs and breast, ovarian and endometrial cancers. Women aged 20–54 years with histologically confirmed primary breast cancer between 1980 and 1982 were interviewed 1–31 (mean, 12) weeks after diagnosis. OC use in this study was shown not to be associated with a higher incidence of breast cancer development. Over 95% of interviews were successfully linked to the cancer registry data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results Program.

A total of 4292 women were included in this study; 1473 died of breast cancer during the follow-up period. Survival rates were 80% at 5 years and 64% at 15 years. This correlates with current UK breast cancer mortality statistics. There was no association between mortality and duration of OC use, or pill-use at first use or time since first use. The risk of death decreased significantly with increasing time since last use but there was no consistent gradient effect. The overall conclusion was that there was no evidence of either benefit or harm of prior OC use on long-term survival after diagnosis of breast cancer. The main limitation of the study is that the findings are based on only risk factors reported during the initial interview after diagnosis. The study was unable to provide information on hormone receptor status or genetic factors such as BRCA1 or BRCA2 status, or indeed on new or continued OC use after diagnosis. However, there was a long follow-up period with a very low loss to follow-up (less than 3%), which makes the key findings particularly reassuring.

Reviewed by Shazia Bhatti, MRCCG, Specialist Registrar in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Luton and Dunstable Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Luton, UK
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